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SUMMARY 
A fresh light is thrown on Fermat’s method of faotorization. It has been observed 
on Fermat’s letter that it is not always wise to start with the lowest divisor if one 
tries to factorize a number by divisions. The application of this remark can save 
(computer) time. 
It is shown that the contraction of Fermat’s method works best by multiplying 
the number in investigation by an “adapted” multiplier. A definition of an “adapted” 
multiplier is given. 
With the “tentative method” the multiplier 10 sv is used. The so-called “recurring 
functions” can be of assistance in the problem of factorizing. 
At the end five suggestions for further study are made. 
1. INTR~DUOTION 
The factorization of large numbers is a problem not yet solved in sny 
adequate and practical way. A historical survey shows that very many 
people over hundreds of years have studied the problem. In the last years 
the use of computers has provided some improvements but to my mind 
no advancement in method. In the following pages we will try to make 
some mathematical improvements. In order to get a logical structure it 
will be desirable also to mention some known results. 
2. TEST FOR DIVISIBILITY BY 7, 11, 13 AND 37 
In I 2 I, chapter XII information is gathered on “Criteria for divisibility 
by a given number”. In I 8 I p. 114: “We know of only one other rule 
of any practical use. This is a test for divisibility by any one of 7, 11 
or 13 and depends on the fact that 7.11.13= 1001. Its working is best 
illustrated by an example: if 29310478561 is divisible by 7, 11 or 13, so is 
561-478+ 310-29= 364=4.7.13. Hence the original number is divisible 
by 7 and 13 but not by 11”. 
From 103 = - l(mod 1001) follows 106 = + l(mod lOOl), so with large 
numbers it is advantageous to add the groups of 6 digits and making 
2 partitions of 3 digits which are subtracted. If the difference is divisible 
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by any one of 7, 11 or 13 the original is. Taking the example of Hardy 
and Wright the algorithm may be: 
29 310 478 561 
29 310 
-+ 
507 871 871 
507 507 ~- -+ 
364=4.7.13. 1378 
-J+ 
37 y 379 
The two groups of 3 digits can be added as a test for divisibility by 
37 since 10s = + l(mod 37). The number is divisible by 7 and 13 and 
not by 11 and 37. 
3. THE DETERMINATION OF SQUARES 
3.1 The residue modulus 9 
A number can only be a square if the residue mod 9 is 0 ; 1; 4 ; 7. The 
residue method can also be applied to other numbers, but I prefer 9 
using the checking method of “casting out nines”. 
3.2 The method of the last digits 
According to I 2 I Volume I, p. 358 “A. Cunningham gave-in 1890- 
the 22 sets of the last two digits of perfect squares, - “. According to 
I 9 I, p. 325 Mersenne in 1647 gave his opinion on the last digits. It may 
be of interest to mention the work of H. Schady in his “Tafeln fur die 
dekadischen Endformeln der Quadratzahlen”, Journal fur die reine und 
angewandte Mathematik, Band 84, p. 84 etc. Berlin 1878. He came to 
results not only for the last two, but the last 5 digits. Instead of long 
tables I give in Annex 1 a summary for the last 5 digits. Although Schady’s 
work is mentioned in I 4 I perhaps it has fallen into oblivion. (Discussing 
Fermat’s factorization method, Ore in I 7 I p. 58 and Trost in I 1 I p. 33: 
“it is only necessary to look up the numbers 499,944 and 1,040,400, since 
44 and 00 may be the last two digits in a square” (quoting Ore). Now 
499,944 = 3(mod 9) and we also see in Annex 1 the number cannot be a 
square). 
It may be useful to multiply the numbers ending in 25 by 4. 
3.21 In the following considerations we will limit ourselves to the last 
two digits. Expressing a number N as a difference between two squares 
~2 and yz can mean that we have to find x2= N + yz. So we may ask when 
a square ys has been added by a number N: what is the possibility that 
the addition is a square ? Many times this possibility has been used to 
exclude those numbers which cannot be a square. In the equation (z + /~)a - 
-N = (a- b)2/4 (see 4) we know the last two digits of N and z. If we 
have a certain expression of k, e.g. k = 63136(mod 323208) we may 
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exclude some values of k. Another problem is: can we solve k (i.e. the 
last two digits) when we only know N and z ? 
3.22 We write the 20 sets as follows: 
01 04 09 16 
21 24 29 36 
41 44 49 56 =G(mod 20) through v=l, 2, 3, 4. 
61 64 69 76 
81 84 89 96 
We can divide the last digits into 3 groups: +(mod 20); OO(mod 100) and 
25(mod 100). The numbers Ol(mod 20) give with OO(mod 100): (z+Az)2 E 
E Ol(mod 20)(mod 100) with the solution f (z+k) E (Ol(mod lO))(mod 
50). The numbers OS(mod 20) give with OO(mod 100) f (z+k) 3 (03(mod 
ANNEX 1 
Last digits in a square number 
Explanation: 1. The last two digits 00 have been omitted aa a trivial case. 
2. To the fifth digit . means every digit is possible. 
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10) (modSO). The numbers Ol(mod 20) respectively combined with 24(mod 
80) always give 25 and evenso OO(mod 20) with 16(mod 80). The solution 
is f (z+k) z 6(mod 10). Moreover ll(mod 20) and 8O(mod 80) have the 
solution O(mod 10). The numbers ending in 3 or 7 have no mod 60. 
The results are given in Annex 2. 
Schuh in I 0 I draw attention to this possibility of solution. 
4. FERMAT'S FACTORIZATION METHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
Although this method is dealt with in many books on the theory of 
numbers I shah give a short explanation of the method of Fermat, es- 
pecially in connection with contracted methods. 
If N=a.b (a>b) then N=&(a+b)a-&(a-b)z. 
We put z = [N* + l] and 22 = N + r, where r is the smallest integer which 
added to N produces a square. Through (z - l)a=N -rl and rl> 0 we 
easily fmd r< 22- 2 as a maximum. We have to find a square in the 
successive numbers 22-N, @+1)2-N, ---- (z+k)2-N. Certainly we get 
z+K= (N+ 1)/2 for the trivial factorization N=N. 1. If N is a composite 
number we get a square at an earlier moment because (a+b)/2 < (N+ 1)/2 
if b > 1. In practice we add successively 22 + 1, 22+ 3 etc. 
Let us take N=2087, then [N’]=54; x=55 and r=38. We get 
22-N = 38 
2zfl =lll 
(z+ 1)2-N = 140 
2z+3 = 113 
(z+ 2)2-N = 262 
_------ 
(z+ 11)2--N=372 
662 - 372 =N 
103 * 20 =N 
In this example L= 11 and generally z+ k= (a+ b)/2 SO 
(4.1.1) k=(a+b)/2-z. 
As a matter of fact there is also 
(4.1.2) R=(N+1)/2-2 
k or K is the number of “steps” one has to do to get a result. These are 
important eq.; I never saw the second one in literature. Lateron it is 
shown that the application of the second eq. has many advantages. 
4.2 Fermat’s letter 
Fermat described his method in a letter of about 1643, taking the 
number N = 20 2766 1281= 46061.44021 (through 11 steps). In I 2 I we 
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ANNEX 2 
N=u .b; z=I iV*+ 1 I; (zrfik)2--N=(a-b)2/4 
Values of f (zfk) (mod 10; 50) through last two digitis 
La& two 
digits of 
N 
.l 
0 5 1 2 
1 0 6 3 
2 6 11 2 
3 0 16 3 
4 5 21 2 
6 0 24 3 
6 6 19 2 
7 0 14 3 
8 5 9 2 
9 0 4 3 
Modulus 10 60 10 
.7 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
10 
6 
0 
5 
0 
6 
0 
5 
0 
5 
0 
10 
3 
12 
23 
8 
7 
22 
13 
2 
17 
18 
50 
read in Volume I at p. 357 at the end of the letter : “Instead of 11 additions, 
the ordinary method of factoring would require the division by all the 
numbers from 7 to 44021”. 
Is it in the nature of men, when factoring, to start with the lowest 
divisors ? It is evident here that it would be better to start by z = 45030. 
There are about 100 primes between 45030 and 44021, but between 7 
and 44021 the number of primes is about 4580. So in an impartial com- 
parison we have to think of the 100 divisions against the 11 additions. 
And here the method of Fermat is also preferable to the method of divisions. 
Generally it is more favourable to start with z and go down in the case 
b > 212 or which is the same if a/b < cv 4. If we don’t know anything about 
the value of a/b the best method should be to divide the region of 1 to z 
in at least 2 zones : 1 -z/2 and 212-z. There are then 4 investigations 
by turns. In this case we had to do 4.100 divisions instead of 4580 (thinking 
of computers: we would save computer time). 
4.3 Other forrndu’s of k 
We deduce from eq. (4.1.1): 
1 
k=&(a+b)-N-@-N))= 
(4.3.1) =&(a*-bf)2-([iV*]+l-iVf) so 
k= #(a*- bf)2] 
This means that 
(4.3.2) kciJ(a*-bi)2<k+ 1 
(4.3.3) a = (~5)‘. (a/b)* always and b = (ab)‘. (a/b)-* 
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From $=ab+r follows (ab))= (z2-r)*=z(l -r/z”)*. In 4 we got r~ 2x- 2 
so r/z2 < 2/z - 2/2x and r/z2 < 1. If we develop (1 - r/z”)* in series : 1 - r/z2 - 
- (a/b)f = N 2 -r/22. 
Substituting these values in (4.1.1) : 
(4.3.3) k= cu *(z-r/2z)((a/b)Q- (a/b)-f- 2). 
Many times it is sufficient to consider: 
(4.3.4) k = M z/z((a/a)* + (a/b)-f - 2). 
From these eq. we csn get the following 
CONCLUSION: It is the diflerence between the square roots of the two 
factors a and b which determines the value of k. 
An example: 
N=20 2765 1281; a=46061; b=44021; a-b=2040; a*--bi=4.81 
N= 2987; a= 103; b= 29; a-b= 74; a*-b*=4.75. 
Both N’s have the same k= 11. 
The same k belongs to the “family” of nearly constant a)- b*. Eq. 
(4.3.4) shows that in the “family” of constant a/b the value of k depends 
on z, which means the value of the number under consideration. Only 
when a/b is in the neighbourhood of 1, it is possible to get small values 
of k with large numbers. 
4.4 Larger 7n0atdi 
Many authors underlined it would be favourable to consider larger 
moduli of N. By combination one can get a larger modulus and the egec- 
tiveness of Fermat’s method rises. We have to be careful. If the modulus 
is large the number of possibilities for a and b also increases (all numbers 
smaller than and prime to the modulus are possible). By using “the last 
of two digits-method” (Annex 2) in fact one or two extra moduli are 
introduced. We may ask what help can more moduli give in a difficult 
case like the Mersenne number Me7 = 267 - 1’1 Starting with k E 2 7224; 
6 3136 (mod 72p2)-see 5.3-we can add the moduli 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 19 
and among all the possibilities there is one: k E 3688 6798 0504(mod 
5.7.11.13.17.19.72~2). This is the solution. But the work would be 
tremendous. The possibilities for k(mod 5) are 2 ; (mod 7) 4 ; (mod 11) 5 ; 
(mod 13) 7; (mod 17) 8; (mod 19) 9. This would give 20160 values. Starting 
with 2 values for (mod 72@), we get 40320 possibilities in total. If we 
look at b = 144 5580.2~+ 1, then the number of trials in the ordinary 
method will be larger (although one has only to divide by primes, this 
advantage disappears in the case of numbers larger than 107 (the end 
of the tables of primes). Each value has to be tried by (z+ k)‘J - M,, 
whether this value is a square or not. Nevertheless the k-method seems 
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to have advantages. But it is highly desirable to do the utmost to find 
less laborious methods. 
5. FERMAT'S METHOD CONTRACTED 
5.1 Reducing the number of steps 
Through the eq. (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) we get: 
(6.1.1) k=K-&(a- l)(b- 1). 
Putting a-1=2ai and b-1=2bi k=K-2uibi or k= Ka(mod 2) where 
K2 means the remainder of K by division by 2. So KZ = 0 or 1. Since it is 
easy to decide whether K = (N+ 1)/2--z is odd or even, we know im- 
mediately whether k is even or odd. 
CONCLUSION: In every case the number of steps can be reduced by half 
at least. 
The same result can be obtained through eq. (4.1.1) and the consideration 
of the possible values of a and b through iV = 1; B(mod 4). We get k E z + 
+ l(mod 2) and k =z(mod 2) respectively. Of course this result is known 
but this possible gain in the number of steps of nearly 50% has not been 
mentioned in recent books. 
Eq. (6.1.1) is to be preferred because we then get larger moduli. This 
can best be demonstrated with prescribed values of a and b. If a = 2rnp + 1 
and b=2np+l then eq. (4.1.1) leads to kr l-z(modp) but eq. (5.1.1) 
gives k = K - 2mnp a. We know from the numbers of Mersenne that 
mn z O(mod 4) so k = Ksp2(mod S(p2) where Ksp2 means the remainder 
of K by division by 8~2. The gain will be far larger. 
EXAMPLE. Let us show the reducing of the number of steps by means 
of the number of Fermat. When we have determined (z + k’)a -N the 
next step has to be (z + k’ + g)a -N and the addition will be (z + k’ + g)2 - 
- (z+ k’)z=g(2z+g) + 2gk’. In this sum g(2z +g) is & j&d quantity. Now 
z=46030andr=49619;k~I(mod2),Kbeingodd.Sog=2andg(2z+1)= 
= 18 0124. This procedure is repeated until k’= k. If k’= 5 with g= 6 we 
get 6(2z + 6) = 12(2 + 3) = 54 0396 and 2gk’= 60. The “last of two digits”- 
method gives us in Annex 2 : k G 5-z(mod 10) and k= f 9-z(mod 60) 
so k=6; 11; 16 etc. k’=5 and g=6. 
(2+5)2-N= 49 9944 
12(z+3) = 54 0396 
12.5 = 60 
(z+ 1112 = 104 0400 
= 10202 
6.2 The merits and disadva&ge.s of contractibility 
Wrifing k=K-$(a-l)(b-l)=(K-c)-(#(a-l)(b-1)-c) where c is a 
chosen integer in such a way that we can determine a divisor q of 
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+(a--l)(b-1)-c. Then k -K-c(modq). Let us consider N(mod 4). If 
N E l(mod 4) there are two possibilities a = b E 1 and 3. In the first case 
a=1+4uandb=1+4v;~(a-l)(b-l)=8uv;c=O;q=8;k~~K~(mod8). 
The second case a=3+4u and b=3+4v; a(a-l)(b-1)=2+4(u+w+2uv) 
so c= 2 and q = 4; ks 3 (K- 2)d(mod 4) ; (through eq. (4.1.1) we have got 
k E z; z+ l(mod 2); through eq. (5.1.1) the modulus is doubled). If we 
use a contracted method we have to do some work beforehand but after- 
wards we can sometimes save a lot of time. 
5.3 Factorizing composite numbers of Mersenne by the contracted method 
Since k(mod 9) has only two possibilities it is worthwhile to combine 
the modulus 8~2 (see 4.4) with 9 and we get 72~2 as a modulus. Generally 
we have: 
pal; 5(mod9) k=K (mod 72~2) M, = 1; 4(mod 9) 
k = K + 16ps(mod 72~2) 
pz2; 4(mod9) krK (mod 72~2) M, = 4; l(mod 9) 
k = K- 8ps(mod 72~2) 
~‘7; 8(mod9) k=K (mod 72~2) M, E 1; 4(mod 9) 
k z K - 32ps(mod 72~2) 
EXAMPLES 
p-23 z B(mod 9). M23=838 8607; z=2897; Annex 2: k- 7; S(mod 10); 
K=419 1407; k E 1727; 1 019l(mod 3 8088). There are 4 possibili- 
ties: k=1727; 48279; 86367; 15 4079(mod 19 0440). The third one 
is the solution. (a= 17 8481; b = 47 ; a/b = 3797.5). 
p=37 3 l(mod9). MS,=1374 3895 3471; z=37 0728; Annex 2: kz9 
(mod 10) and k E 8; 36(mod 50); K=687 1910 6008; k= 5 9176; 
8 1080(mod 9 8568). There are 6 possibilities from which one is 
k E 25 6312(mod 49 2840). Through 624 steps we get k = 3 0778 8472 
what gives a= 6 1631 8177 and b= 223. Through the ordinary method 
one has only to try b=6p+ 1=223. 
In both cases the method under examination has no practicable value. 
If one tries the method upon larger numbers of Mersenne the conclusion 
is the same. 
5.4 The backgrounds of multiplying 
In literature many cases are mentioned of the consequence of a multi- 
plication of N by a “suited” factor and I add some more. With N = 2047 
we get 3N=792--10s; 5N=1022-132; 56N=3392-172. In these cases 
the number of steps is reduced from k = 10 to 0. 
CONCLUSION : Multiplication can be the most important way of con- 
tracting. 
Two questions arise : why do these multiplications lead to the mentioned 
result? and: can we give a definition of an “adapted” factor? 
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If N = a. b is multiplied by x . y we will multiply the factor a by x and 
b by y. The result is: 
(54.1) xyN = &(xa + yb)z - #(xa - yb)2. 
It is obvious that xa f yb has to be divisible by 2. As a and b are both 
odd x and y have to be either both odd or both even. So xy = 2 is not a 
possible factor; the shortest even factor is 8 ; x = 2 and y = 4. If kizy is 
the number of steps necessary after the multiplication then 
(5.4.2) kzv = *@a + yb) - zzy 
where z&=xyN +r,, with the definition z,,= [(xyN)*+ 11. There is also 
(5.4.3) Ly=+(xN+y)-zzy. 
In accordance with eq. (4.3.1) there is: 
(5.4.4) kzy=[i(x*.a*-y*.b*)2]. 
This means 
(5.45) k~:zy<s(x).at-y’.bt)2<k~~+1. 
Substituting N* = cu z-r/22 in the eq. of zzy we get: 
(5.4.6) Gz, = - [(z - +q(q/)f + 11. 
The approximation is so good that we may consider this eq. an exact one. 
5.5 The contracted method after multiplying N by xy 
If we use eq. (5.4.2) and (5.4.3) to eliminate zzy we get 
(5.5.1) kzy=&y-~(xa-y)(b-l) 
and since xa- y and b - 1 are both divisible by 2 always 
(5.5.2) ksu s K&mod 2). 
The first eq. can be written: 
(5.53) k?zy=Kzy-~x(a-l)(b-l)+&y-x)(b-l). 
N=l(mod4). Through a=l+4u and b=l+4v we get kzV=&,(mod2+ 
. (4x, y-x)) where (4x, y-x) means as usual the highest common 
divisor of 4x and y-x. Through a=3+4u and b=3-t4v we get 
ksV E K,,-3z+y(mod 2*(2x, y-x)). 
N E $(mod 4). There are also 2 solutions: kzy G K&mod 2. (2x, y-z)). 
kzV = K,,-x+y(mod 2.(2x, y-x)). 
EXAMPLE. N=3339 1297; x=1; y=3;2i,a=l 0009; Ki,s=1668 6641. 
Through N E 1 (mod 4) we get kl, s = 1; 3(mod 4). Through Annex 2 : 
kI,$ E l(mod 10) and 6; 37(mod 50). The possible values of kl,s are 1; 11; 
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21; 31; 37 -. The underlined one gives the solution so there are 5 steps. 
By the ordinary method of Fermat the number of steps would be 630 
(a=9181 and b=3637). 
5.6 The contracted method after multiplying Mp= 28- 1 by xy 
a=2my,+l and 6=2ny,+l; mnzO(mod4); n=O, 1, 2, 3(mod4). 
Using eq. (5.5.1) there are 4 possibilities: 
k, =JL; +p(y-x); +2p(y--2); +3p(y-x) (mod 8p.(q, (y-x)/2). 
If x=1 and (p,,y-1)/2=1 we get (calling kl,,=k,): 
kg = KY; +p(y- 1); +2p(y- 1); +3p(y- 1) (mod 8~). 
We know k = K(mod 8~2) and the conclusion is that, generally speaking, 
the multiplication leads to an (important) diminution of the value of the 
modulus. 
If we don’t want to work with 4 solutions (being complicated) we 
always have, independent of the values of x and y, 
(56.6) kzy s K&mod 2~). 
If we want a larger modulus (through one solution) we have to prescribe 
certain conditions to x and y. y-x 3 O(mod 4) k,, E K,,(mod 4~) ; 
y-x E O(mod 8) kzl, E K&mod 8(p) ; if y-x E O(mod 8~) kzy s K,(mod 
8~2). We would add that it will not always possible or advantageous to 
prescribe these conditions to x and y. 
6. SWIFTER CALCULATION AFTER MULTIPLYING 
6.1 It is possible to derive formula’s for the borderline case kzV = k and 
the ideal case Ic,,< k. We won’t do that because the benefit is small. 
We can make two remarks. Through eq. (5.4.2) we may see what the 
result is if y/x is an integer : kz, = (u x. kl, ylz ; secondly if x = 1 we get 
1 <yksv<k< (2(a/b)f - 1)2. Th e conclusion is that multiplying by the lowest 
odd y= 3 only makes sense if a/b> 1.866. Through x= 2 and y= 4 we get 
5.88>a/b > 1.54. In this way we are able to study the possibilities of 
multiplying when a/b has a value in the neighbourhood of 1. (Through 
the number of Fermat a/b = 1.0464- ; through x= 43 and y = 45 we get 
1.0550> 1.0464> 1.0403). 
6.2 The conditions for x and y for quuli$ed values of kzy 
In the eq. (5.4.4) there are two possibilities: 
(xa)* > (yb)) and (xa)* < (yb)‘. 
In the first case and considering the right-hand part of eq. (5.4.5): 
(xa)*- (yb)*<2+(k,,+ l)* 
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or 
xf(u/b)f- (km + 1)*(2/b)+< y” 
so 
y>x.a/b-(~~~+l)f.sf(x~)f/b+(~~,,+1).2/b. 
Now S$z*/b = S$z/b)f/(ab)*= cv (a/b)f/(z/S)*. In the second case the - 
sign gets + and summarizing we have the condition: 
a/b-x-*(&,+ I)*- (~/b)~/(z/S)*+ .2(Ic,,+ 1)/h< y/x <a/b+ 
+x-“(&,,+ 1)‘+z/b)f/(z/8)~+2(ksl+ 1)/5x. 
The left-hand part of eq. (5.4.5) leads to y/x=@, relating to the “best” 
solution. We may drop 2(&f l)/bx being always very small against the 
other terms and calling (u/b)f/(z/S)*= B we get: 
(6.2.1) 
Also 
(6.2.2) 
u/b-x-*(kz,+l)*~B<y/x<u/b+(&,+l)+x-f-B. 
x.u/b-x+*(lc,,+ l)*.B<y<x~u/b+z+~(k,,+ 1)+-B. 
6.21 The quulijkution of i& 
By certain choices of x and y in the eq. (5.51) we get an eq. of the type 
by = (&&(mod G) or which is the same thing, 
(6.21.1) kq/ = (K&G + by * G 
where G is the modulus, szY the number of steps after the multiplication 
and (Kzar)o the remainder of A&, by dividing by G. There are no steps 
to do if s,= 0. This leads to the first qudiificaton of kzr,= (&)o. There 
are two possibilities: (&y)G=O and (&,)o #O. 
In the first case we call the qualified x=x0 and y = ya. Eq. (6.2.2) 
is written: 
(6.21.2) xs-u/b-x&B<yo<xo.u/b+x$B. 
The solution is: 
(6.21.3) 2 ~~~o-~oyo~=(xo~-yob)2/4. 
In the second case we call the qualified x=x0’ and y= ~0’. Eq. (6.2.2) 
is written: 
(6.21.4) x&u/b-x0’* ~B~(l+(&&,;)c)‘<yo’<xo’~u/b+x&B~(l+(K,,&,~)a)~ 
The solution is: 
(6.21.5) 
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CONCLUSION : The direct solution is obtained by the 1st qualif;cat;m of kzv 
(i.e. s,,=O; kz,= 0 is not so important). 
It is possible to give a definition of the “adupted” multiplier: the number 
zoys or zo’yo which give rise to a number of steps equal to 0. We can 
now answer the question (see 5.4) why the multiplication by zsyo or z~‘ys’ 
lead to the result szy=O. The answer is given by eq. (6.21.2) or (6.21.4). 
If with a chosen z we get an ye or yo’ we know szV= 0. 
EXAMPLE 1. N=2047; z=46; a=89; b=23; a/b=3.87-; B=1.15. 
If we choose x=1 we get 3.87-1.15=2.72<y0<3.87+1.15=5.02. y=3 
and 5 meet the condition. 
EXAMPLE 2. Through Me7 it is easily shown thst ye’= 3933 (x0’= 1) 
through G=2p or 4p and (K~&2~=33; B=0.0127; (1+33)*.0.0127= 
= 0.074; 3932.8525 < yo’ = 3933 < 3933.0007. 
If in example 1 we choose x= 50 we get 185.4 < yo < 201.6 so yo may be 
186, 188, -, 198 and 200. Of course 200 is most interesting because 
~ys= 104. The whole procedure of multiplying is the writing of 4 0,s 
behind 2047. ~50,200 = 4525; ~50,200 = 752. SO 
In 6.22 we investigate the pro’s and con’s of the multiplier 102~. 
6.211 The second quu@cution of kzy 
In the foregoing we supposed x0 or x0’ chosen and yo or ys’ solved from 
the eq. (6.21.2) or (6.21.4); we have to remark that this is only possible 
if a, b and a/b are known numbers. It will be necessary to investigate 
what csn be done if a and b are not known which actually is the case; 
if we are able to get bounds of a/b (and of B) new possibilities arise. 
If 2 =x* and y = y@ are chosen there will be a number of steps azaya 
say 8,. Writing for short kzpyo= kq and K,, = Kp the second qualification 
of kw is 
(6.211.1) kq=(Kg)~++*G. 
This procedure is the more advantageous as sq will be smaller. Eq. (6.2.2) 
is written: 
4.a/b-x~(1+(K,)G+s,.G)f.B<y~<x*.a/b$x~ 
(6.211.2) 
(~+(K~)G+s~*G)*-B. 
The solution is: 
(6.211.3) (Q + kq)2 - 4 yg N = (cc* a - yq b)2/4. 
The solution of 8, from eq. (6.211.2) leads to: 
(6.211.4) 89>(yp-~u.a/b)2/~*.Ga~-(l+(Kp)~)/G. 
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6.22 The tentative method through the multiplier 102” 
The best multiplier xy is connected with ylx=a/b. We then get 
y= (xy)* - (a/b)* and x= (xy)*e (a/b)-*. Choosing xy= 102v we have v at our 
disposal on two conditions: x and y have to be integers and both even. 
Let us consider the multiplier xy = 10 6. We can list the possible values 
of x, y and y/x. 
X Y 
2 5.105 
4 25.104 
8 125000 
10 100000 
16 62500 
20 50000 
25 40000 
32 31250 
40 25000 
50 20000 
xy= 106 
Y/X X 
25.10“ 64 
62500 80 
15625 100 
10000 160 
3906.25 200 
2500 & 250 
1600 400 
976.5625 500 
625 800 
400 
Y Y/X 
15625 244.140625 
12500 156.25 & 
10000 100 8% 
6250 39.0625 
5000 25 & 
4000 16 
2500 6.25 & 
2000 4 & 
1250 1.5625 
The cases marked by & also through 104. 
This method has good results if a/b = cu y/x = cu 22f. 52g (f and g positive 
or negative integers, included 0). We can also state: those numbers which 
have an a/b with a small difference with the listed y/x can be factorized 
by the “tentative” method. 
6.22.1 The determination of zic2v 
Since 102V is quadratic we may with advantage use the eq. (5.4.6) 
2,,=2~02v= [(x-r/22) * lOv+ 11. 
6.22.2 EXAMPLES. It is possible to give several examples (e.g. 
N=16 8059=41.4099@=1660); N=656 5781=41.16 0141 (lc=7 7528), 
but I prefer to consider Ma7 although we don’t get the solution. Take 
xy=lOS; zia6= 12 1480 0199 9905; taking x=16 and y=6 2500 (this is 
the best choice: y/x= 3906.25 against the real a/b = 3932.9266- ) we get 
kzg= 7033 9641 which is much smaller than k= 3688 6798 0504 (belonging 
to Na7). Since y-x-O(mod 4) the modulus G=4p and (K,,)o=93 so 
k,, = 93 + 26 2461.4~. The number of steps szy = 26 2461 which we may 
compare with s= 1027 1440 from k E 2 7224(mod 8~2). Discussion: in 
reality we don’t know a and b but there is in succession: 
ho,105 = 5a + 50000 b - ~106 
kle,ls,szao,,= 8a+31250 b-zl,,a 
kso,m = 1Oa + 25000 b - ~106 
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We can easily deduce from these eq. that the supposition the middle & 
will be the smallest of the three includes 3125<a/b < 6260. In reverse: 
if we know bounds of a/b we can try to make a supposition about x and y. 
Maybe the tentative method can be of help in solving certain problems; 
it asks for special research which I cannot do in this paper, as it would 
take too long. 
(To be continued) 
